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REGINA STURROCK DESIGN WINS
RESIDENTIAL
DESIGN OVER £1M
AWARD AT SBID AWARDS 2018

Regina Sturrock Design were awarded Residential Design Over £1m Award at the
SBID International Design Awards 2018. The Canadian-based practice
picked up the accolade for their project, Contemporary Manor, at a
dazzling ceremony in the prestigious Dorchester hotel in London’s
Mayfair on Friday 26 October 2018.
Representing a 2.5-year, from-the-ground-up project., The Contemporary
Manor is a luxury-driven family residence accumulated its intuitive layers
over time. A comprehensive scope of work included planning,
architectural detailing, custom features, and millwork concepts. Together
with all the finer points in interior design and decor, it marked a holistic
approach where architecture and art would connect. Upon entering the
home, there is an immediate sense of quiet luxury that may best be
defined through the subtleties in beautiful materials, classical order and
a clean-lined sensibility.

The first-impressions great hall, a cocooned inner hall, and the
commanding two-storey great room represent an enfilade of harmonic
spaces that each play with the sparkling waters of the lake beyond.
Together, they provide a successive scene of reflection and undeniable
beauty.
Speaking after winning, Founder, Regina Sturrock said “This is
absolutely a real moment for me, this is the third time I’ve been at the
SBID Awards and as they say three times a charm! This is a very
important project for me, it was a three year long journey that we really
put a lot of heart and soul into and I’m so happy to be bringing the
award home to my clients, I know that they will be massively proud”.
With more entries than ever before and over 225,000 public votes, this
year’s SBID awards have been one of the most globally represented
editions to date. They showcase industry talent across 14 categories
from over 42 countries and feature projects with high-flying super
brands from across the globe.
The Residential Design Over £1 Million category focuses on design
trends and the wow factors of residential projects with an overall value of
over £1 million. Sponsoring this category this year is Lalique. UK
Managing Director Frederick Fischer said, "This year, we celebrate 130
years at Lalique, proud heirs to a rich artistic heritage which has timeless
design and craftsmanship at its heart. Residential design is more
dynamic and creative than ever and through our involvement with this
award, we hope to help honour and support the best in the business."
Winning an SBID International Design Award is truly a high achievement;
all 14 categories are assessed by a technical panel, a public vote and a
panel of leading industry experts, who look for outstanding examples of
technical content and aesthetic creativity which ensures that all projects
are assessed strictly on quality. Now in its eighth year, the SBID Awards
is regarded as one of the highest accolades of interior design
excellence. As a proudly independent contest, the SBID awards are
driven purely by a desire to recognise talent and creativity, with every
entry fairly and equally considered. The annual event continues to
reward and celebrate outstanding projects and products from the
industry at large.
Judges this year included Directors and CEO’s from global design
corporations such as Christian Louboutin Beauté, BBC, National History
Museum, Belmond, Walpole, Bentley, Google, AECOM. All winners for each
category received a bespoke crystal trophy designed by Sans Souci
glass deco. They will also be featured in the Global Interior Design 2018 book
which is distributed to over 1000 professionals across the globe.
For more information on the SBID Awards, visit www.sbidawards.com
-ENDS An SBID International Design Award has come to be regarded as one of the
highest accolades in the interior design industry. The 2018 Awards received

entries from across five continents, with the winners and finalists coming from
over 42 countries. Previous winners have included: WOW Architects, Fenton
Whelan, Bluehaus Group, LAX, David Change Design Associates, BAR Studio
and more.
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